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Douglas, S. This concludes that 1". Even some grocery stores are touting locally grown food products. The
benefits of globalization have been an increase in product variety for consumers, lower prices and improved
quality of products, although some might debate the last benefit. Eenneth ,. They acknowledged the existence
of some global segments in industrial and in consumer markets but argued that these segments were
insufficient grounds for complete standardization. In contrast, some causes such as global pattern of
consumption as an influential leverage may facilitate standardization strategy. International business
negotiations. The graph shows that the ma-imum ages are of 2" and the minimum age is about "1. We
collected information with the help of 'uestionnaire from the ustomers who ate fast food. Jain, S. Its scope has
too widened past the realm of economies to involve the domains of cultural, political and social practices and
norms. The younger Indian consumers had significantly higher materialistic values than the older age groups.
The mass markets represented by the large consumer segment exhibit high potential for firms to sustain the
market completion. What are the advantages and disadvantages of globalization in its current context? Ryans,
J. Marketing Research: A Practical Approach. Osterhammel and Petersson describe every event in details that
have led to the world we live in today. Marketing Intelligence and Planning, 19 7 ,  Globalization Drawbacks
While the globalization trend has benefited consumers in many ways, it is not without drawbacks. Thus,
advocates of globalization proposed that effective international segmentation meant identifying global
segments ter Hofstede, Steenkamp and Wedel, ; Hassan, Craft and Kortam,  Harvard Business Review, 2,  The
existence of similarities among market segments in different cultures, the appropriateness of standardized
marketing would also depend on evidence of culturally independent relevant consumer behavior LeBlanc and
Herndon,  Goungsters are very much familiar with the Hunk food so we think that they provide us better
information regarding our topic. The fact that consumers and their environments are constantly changing
highlights the importance of ongoing consumer behavior research and analysis Kolb,  Deviation 3.
International Marketing Review, 20 6 ,  Their strategies shape the incoming global market in which some
economies and cultures might be overshadowed by others who are the actors of this market. Rebirth of Local
Industry One of the interesting effects of globalization that bodes well for small businesses is the rebirth of
local industry, Product labeling that identifies a product's country of origin has heightened consumer
awareness of the extent to which foreign-made goods have replaced those made in America. Journal of
Marketing Research, 36,  American culture is dominating the global markets due to the use and application of
international advertising by American companies. Considering different approaches: homogeneity and
heterogeneity in consumer behavior, this research attempts to keep its unbiased view to examine consumer
behavior affected by their own culture, value and in global market; and how these affecting elements lead
firms to adopt different marketing strategies: standardization and customization. In that research he tells a out
the features of F. Concerns remain about Third World worker safety and environmental conditions. On the
other hand, the multidimensional effects of globalization on consumer behavior and environments have
dramatic consequences for market and marketing strategies. A Perspective on Consumer Behavior, 2,  Levitt,
T. Over the last decades, the influence of the globalization tendency on marketing strategies: standardization
and adaptation or customization has dominated this literature and remained a controversial topic for scholars
and practitioners.


